Summary: We have investigated the use of patient data for the calculation of reference values for the parameters which are determined by the Hemalog. For this purpose we used the Bhattacharya plot. All the parameters, with the exception of leukocytes, appear to meet the main underlying assumption of this plot, namely that the fequency distribution is Gflwwian. In the case of leukocytes, however, the frequency distribution could be resolved into two overlapping Gaussian curves, thus making it possible to calculate reference values for this parameter also.
Introduction
During the development of a quality control program for the Hemalog, the results of which will be reported in a The Hemalog (Technicon, Tarrytown, New York), deter-subsequent paper, the need was felt for reference values mines simultaneously in a blood sample platelets (PUTS), of greater accuracy than those currently available. The leukocytes (WBC), erythrocytes (RBC), haemoglobin problems, however, encountered in finding a group of (Hb) and packed cell volume (PCV) and calculates the persons that can be used for the determination of these mean corpuscular volume MCV = PCV/RBC), mean values are numerous (2) . It certainly is not acceptable in corpuscular haemoglobin (MCH = Hb/RBC) and mean our view to use the laboratory staff or a group of blood corpuscular haemoglobin concentration (MCHC ^ Hb/ donors for this purpose, because they do not form a PCV = MCH/MCV) (1) .
true representation of the whole population. In case of 034 -076 /80/0018-0621 $2.00 © by Walter de Gruyter & Co. · Berlin -New York the laboratory staff for instance, the majority of people are female and below the age of 30. Most of our blood donors are male and between 30 and 40. So automatically a selection is made when choosing one of these groups for the calculation of reference ranges. The danger that these ranges are biased when a selection is made beforehand is very great. So in our view it is better to make no selection at all. Simply take all the results produced during a certain time in your laboratory for a certain test and use these. Of course a number of these results are "abnormal" and should not be used for the calculation of mean and standard deviation.
Applying the Bhattacharya plot automatically means that this is achieved (3). The only assumption that has to be made when using this plot is that the frequency distribution is Gaussisn. If not, the plot cannot be applied.
However, the number of abnormal results in the population used for the calculation of reference, ranges can be very great. In these cases the method of Hoffmann (4) gives an S-shaped curve as was discussed by White (5) .
Because no selection is made a true representation of the population can be expected. This is even more so, because a very large number of test results (of which the majority are "normal") can be accumulated in a relatively short time.
Materials and Methods
The essence of the Bhattacharya plot is the following: The results for a certain assay are accumulated in classes, which must be equally spaced. The logarithm of the quotient of the frequencies in class i + 1 and class i is then plotted against the midpoint of class i, partly resulting in a straight line. This straight line represents the part of the distribution that is truly Gaussian, excluding all "abnormal" results. The slope of this line and the intercept with the X-axis result in the standard deviation and the mean of the distribution respectively. Mathematically it can be expressed as follows.
The intercept with the X-axis is found for χ = μ -1/2 h. The slope of this line equals -η/σ 2 , hence σ 2 = -h/slope. However, due to the grouping of data a correction must be applied. This results in.
where: -h 2 /12 is Sheppards correction.
The Bhattacharya plot is only linear for the part of the frequency distribution that is truly Gaussian. At the high and low end the deviations from linearity due to "abnormal" results are in most cases very obvious. To calculate reference ranges using this plot, the linear part is selected manually and through these points a straight line is calculated using the method of least squares. When the number of data is small, the selection of the straight part in the Bhattacharya plot can sometimes be difficult due to statistical variations. In these cases a smoothing procedure is indicated. This facilitates the selection of the points of the plot that lie on the straight part and ensures that "abnormal" results (giving rise to the non-linear part of the plot) are not taken into account. The smoothing procedure must be carried out on the observed frequencies and not on the points of the Bhattacharya plot itself, because the y-values of this plot are not independent. Suppose for instance that a point in the Bhattacharya plot has a y j value that is too high, as a result of statistical variations. Since Yi = l°g -7" this means that fj+j is too high, fj too low, or both. *i It further means that correcting yj automatically changes yi+i, yj_l or both, since the denominator of yj is the nominator in yi_l and the nominator of yj is the denominator in Smoothing of the frequency values was done according to Savitzky et al. (6, 7) . Five consecutive frequencies (fj-2» fi-i» fi» fj+1, fi+2) are fitted to a parabola using the method of least squares. The frequency read from the parabola at χ j is the smoothed frequency. Next a parabola is calculated through the frequencies at Xj_i, Xj, Xi+i» x i+2 an< * *i+3 and the value read from the parabola at the midpoint (Xj+i ) again is the smoothed frequency and so on. Since the classes are equally spaced, the smoothed frequencies can simply be calculated using the following expression. Since the frequency distribution for leukocytes appeared to be very skewed, the possibility was investigated that'this distribution could be described by the sum of two overlapping Gaussian curves.
The procedure that has to be used when overlap occurs is as follows. First, using the observed frequencies, a Bhattacharya plot is constructed. The linear part of this plot results in values for the mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution. The calculated frequencies of this distribution are now subtracted from the observed ones. With the resulting differences a new Bhattacharya plot is constructed. If a second Gaussian distribution is hidden under the first one, a straight part in this plot can be seen. From this straight part the mean and standard deviation of a second Gaussian distribution can be calculated. When this procedure is carried out for leukocytes, it appears that the frequency distribution can indeed be described by the sum of two overlapping Gaussian curves (μι = 6.55, sdj ? 1.56, μ2 = 9.86, sd2 = 1.75). • are the observed frequencies.
where: y = interval mean.
. -*!£. r = coefficient of correlation. n = number of points on the linear part.
of blood donors (N = 650), the following conclusions can be drawn.
1. The mean is the same for the two groups for all parameters. For female blood donors, however, the mean is slightly but significantly higher than for patients (tab. 3).
The standard deviation for all parameters is smaller for blood donors than for patients (tab. 4).
Because the Bhattacharya plot selects in fact the haematologically "normal" people, it is riot surprising in our view that the mean is the same for the two groups. Also the immobilisation period in our hospital is too short to have any influence on the haematopoiesis. It is rather surprising, however, that female blood donors have higher values for haemoglobin, erythrocytes and packed cell volume than female patients. We don't have an explanation for this. The fact that the standard deviation for all parameters is higher for patients than for blood donors can possibly be explained by the fact that the age distribution is much wider for the former group. This fact argues strongly against the use of blood donors for the determination of reference ranges.
The reference values as calculated from a mixed population (14,500 persons, excluding children below the age of 15) are in reasonable agreement with the literature (tab. 5) (8, 9) . This population consists of all the patients from whom a sample has been submitted to the laboratory during a 3 month period and comprises about 45% hospitalized-, 45% out patients and 10% blood donors.
An important point indicating that the Bhattacharya plot gives correct reference values is the fact that these values are consistent i.e. MPCV/MRBC = MMCV> MHb/MRBC = MMCH and MHb/Mpcv = MMCHC-Furthermore the reference range is equally broad for women and men.
For leukocytes it appeared that the frequency distribution could be very well described by the sum of two overlapping Gaussian curves. It is not quite clear whether this second curve represents a true subpopulation. The fact, however, that about 30% of all data is part of the second distribution, indicates that they cannot be classified as abnormals. Possibly this group represents persons who suffered from mild infections in the recent past.
Generally it can be concluded that the Bhattacharya plot applied to an unselected population is the method of choice for the calculation of reference values for the above mentioned parameters. Smoothing of the frequencies is helpful in deciding which part of the plot is linear when the number of data is small.
